
How Music Affects
Memory



Memory is a very complex thing, and many factors affect how well you can remember something.
The more that you practice something the stronger the connection in your brain is, for example, if
you want to memorize a set of words and you make flashcards and practice them every day then
your brain will form stronger connections and you will be able to recall the definitions of the words

easier. 
 

Music is a very interesting thing, and it has been around basically forever. There are many different
types of music including pop, rock, rap, classical, jazz, etc. There have been many studies about
how music may reduce stress, and depression, can help people cope with things, and can just in

general make you feel good. 
 

The brain is a fascinating part of your body, it is about 3 pounds in an average adult and it is made
up of about 60% fat. The brain sends and receives chemical and electrical signals throughout your

body. There are many parts of the brain but the three main ones are the cerebrum, cerebellum, and
brainstem. Each of these parts has a specific job and they all work together to make your body

function. 
 

Introduction



How does music affect memory?

Question 



Predictions
When the music playing in the background changes to a
slower, less wordy tune (such as classical music or jazz)
then the scores on the memorization tests will increase. 

 



Headphones
Phone (to play the music)
Memory tests (printed out, different list
of words for each type of music)
Pencil/pens
Clipboard 
Timer (on phone) 
Lined paper 
Consent Form

Materials



After looking at the page for 1 minute, pause the
music and take away the tests.

Pass out the lined paper and give them two minutes to
write down all of the words that they remember.

Score all of the tests and compare the data.

Repeat steps 2-6 for each genre of music.

Complete the test.

Procedure

Gather all materials.

  Let the test subject read and sign the consent form.

Give them the headphones and their list of words for the
type of music but keep the words flipped over and start the

classical music.

As soon as they flip over the words, start the timer for one
minute.



Manipulated Variable: The music playing in the
background while people try to memorize the

words. 
Responding Variable: Their score on the

memorization test.
Controlled Variables: The list of words/ things that

they have to memorize for each type of music.
So jazz has a specific list of words, so dose

classical, rock, pop, and no music.
 

Variables to be tested



Results and Data
 In my project, I found that when people are listening to jazz

music when memorizing words then on average they
memorize more words than for any other type of music.
Classical music came in second place and I think both of

these are because both pop and rock music have words in
them, making it harder to memorize words with the music
also shouting out words. Both classical music and jazz are
relaxing and don't have words, silence also does not have

any words but on average it got the same words memorized
as pop and rock. I think jazz was the best because it

combined elements of both not a ton of words but still a
melody playing in the background.



Data table and
graph



Does playing music in the background affect people's scores in memorization
tests? I thought that one of the less wordy songs would provide the best
scores because people would be able to focus on the words and not just be
sitting in silence. My evidence backs this up, it showed that when people
were listening to jazz, they got higher scores on their memorization tests. I
think that this happens because of the same reason that I predicted that it
would, because it is the best of both worlds, not complete silence, but also
not a ton of words.

Conclusion



Implications and ideas for
future research

 

If I were to do this experiment then I would try to randomize it
a little more I would make it so that the order in that we play
the songs is randomized so that it is not always classical, jazz,
pop, rock, then silence, I would mix it up so that there would
be some variation and I would also do the experiment a lot
more, I would test a lot more people so that we could see a
more definite trend then just testing eight people. Another

question that I have now is dose the amount of time that
people have to write down the words make them memorize
more or less because all most of the people that I tested did
not use the full two minutes to write down the words, so if

there is a shorter allotted time will this cause the scores to go
down? 
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